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            Victoria's coastal birdlife:

            Learn about our coastal shorebirds and seabirds.
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                Beaches and Coasts

                Venture out along Victoria's dramatic coastline.
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                Rugged Bushlands

                Escape to woodlands, arid deserts, and grassy plains.

                
            

        

    

    
    
    
        
[image: A couple look on at a Waterfall in the Great Otway National Park. ]            
                Tall Forests

                Take a stroll under grand canopies and giant ferns.

                
            

        

    

    
    
    
        
[image: Two kayakers on the Gippsland Lakes near Metung. ]            
                Bays, Lakes and Rivers

                Explore Victoria's parks from the water.

                
            

        

    

    
    
    
        
[image: A young couple walks up through ancient lava flows to Sundial Peak in the Central Grampians.]            
                Mountain Peaks

                Experience alpine landscapes and grassy high plains.
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                Urban Parks

                Walk, jog, run or cycle at Melbourne's doorstep.
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                        Beaches and Coasts

                        Venture out along Victoria's dramatic coastline and explore one of the most biodiverse and unique marine ecosystems in the world.
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                                Wilsons Promontory National Park

                            
                    

                    
                

                
                    
                        Rugged Bushlands

                        Escape to virtual isolation in open, dry forests and woodlands, dry and semi-dry arid deserts or grassy plains abundant with wildflowers and wildlife.
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                                Budj Bim National Park
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                                Murray-Sunset National Park
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                                You Yangs Regional Park

                            
                    

                    
                

                
                    
                        Tall Forests

                        Walk under grand canopies of Mountain Ash and through lush green tall forests. See ancient mossy trees and stand under magnificent waterfalls surrounded by giant ferns.
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                                Dandenong Ranges National Park
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                                Kinglake National Park
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                                Sassafras Creek Nature Conservation Reserve
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                                Yarra Ranges National Park

                            
                    

                    
                

                
                    
                        Bays, Lakes and Rivers

                        Explore Victoria's parks from the water with a variety of inland river systems, ports made up of wide bays and stunning tranquil lakes.
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                                Lower Glenelg National Park
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                                Ricketts Point Marine Sanctuary
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                        Mountain Peaks

                        Climb some of Australia’s most stunning mountain peaks, cross-country ski across alpine landscapes, escarpments and hike through grassy high plains.
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                                Mount Buffalo National Park

                            
                    

                    
                

                
                    
                        Urban Parks

                        Walk, jog, run or cycle in Melbourne’s picturesque urban parks. Pack a picnic or BBQ and lunch alfresco in nature or meander through picturesque gardens.
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                                Coolart Historic Area
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                                Dandenong Ranges Botanic Garden
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                    Aboriginal cultural landscapes form the core of Victoria’s network of parks and reserves and have been modified over many thousands of years of occupation. They are reflections of how Aboriginal people engage with their world and experience their surroundings and are the product of thousands of generations of economic activity, material culture and settlement patterns. The landscapes we see today are influenced by the skills, knowledge and activities of Aboriginal land managers. Parks Victoria acknowledges the Traditional Owners of these cultural landscapes, recognising their continuing connection to Victoria’s parks and reserves and ongoing role in caring for Country.
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                    Some parks are impacted by
recent extreme weather.

            Find out more        
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                Book camping and accommodation

            

        
                    Find the perfect spot
for your next getaway.
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                                        Meet Nay Kaw, Werribee Park's new trainee ranger

                                        Nay Kaw was born in the Mae La refugee camp, the largest of several refugee camps on the Thailand-Burma border - a far cry from the manicured grounds of Werribee Park Mansion and the Victorian State Rose Garden where he now finds himself working as a trainee ranger with Parks Victoria.
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                                        Buchan Caves reopens for Easter

                                        Buchan Munji (Buchan Caves Reserve) will re-open for the Easter holidays after joint managers Parks Victoria and Gunaikurnai Land and Waters Aboriginal Corporation oversaw a major program of recovery works. 
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                                        Tragic shipwreck site recognised

                                        The dramatic site of one of Victoria’s most notorious and tragic shipwrecks has become the latest Parks Victoria site to be recognised for its historic significance, thanks to the efforts of local people and rangers.
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                    Connect with us, and subscribe to receive the latest nature inspiration and news straight to your inbox.
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